The Yakshi´s Bar, DEDON Island, Bacardi Lounge or Bombay Lounge, night - day. In the morning and
in the evening, noon till midnight. The bars and lounges are so all-round and considerably as the list
of beverages and the guests. No matter if for business people, cosmopolites, party people, celebrities or after-work guests. All the extraordinary locations invite you to chill cozily.

Yakshi’s Bar
The Yakshi`s Bar with a large counter is adapted to the white pillar ensemble, which is the icon of
the east Restaurant. From the balustrade you have a wonderful view over the east Restaurant and
the east lounges. See and be seen. Immerge into the bustling life, which happens daily at the Yakshi’s Bar.

Bacardi Lounge
If you are in the need of a large lounge to celebrate, you will find a veritable solution in the Bacardi
Lounge for up to 100 people. Made in the classical, red Hamburg brick, the Smirnoff Lounge combines, with its 140 sqm, size and ambiance. It is also suitable for a vernissage or a product presentation.

Bombay Lounge
The extraordinary Lounge invites the guest to chill in its comfortable beanbags. For up to 50 people
and with a view on the whole east ensemble you are able to rent your own “room with a view“.

DEDON Island
With DEDON Island a calm oasis is found in the courtyard. Equipped with high quality furniture from
DEDON these idyllic terrace offers a unique mixture of comfort and design. Enjoy a cold drink and
relax in the shell-shaped seating.

Contact
Please contact us for further information
Phone: +49 (0) 40 - 30 99 34 12
E-Mail: events@east-hamburg.de
Web: www.east-hamburg.de
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